
Climate Change Week 3
Monday LO: To use imperative verbs, modal verbs, the subjunctive and passive voice to instruct and persuade 

How could you 
follow these actions 
in your everyday life 

to help combat 
climate change? 

Activity 1



Passive Voice 
The passive voice can 
be used to show what 
is being done by the 
subject of the 
sentence. Sentences in 
the passive voice often 
have the word by in 
them. 
e.g. The Earth is being 
destroyed by humans. 

Our planet is 
being………… by 
humans. 
The Earth is 
being………by people. 
The world is 
being……….by climate 
change.  

Modal Verbs
Modal verbs can 
be used to make 
people feel 
obligated to act or 
to show the 
probability of 
something 
happening. 

We must….
You should… 
We can…
The Earth will…   

Subjunctive
The subjunctive can 
be used to suggest 
or recommend 
actions. 

If I were you, I 
would… 
It is vital that… 
It is imperative that…

Imperative verbs 
Imperative (or 
bossy) verbs are 
used to instruct. 
e.g. Help the planet 
today. 

Stop…. 
Act… 
Save… 
Start…
Help…
Reduce… 

Activity 2

Create a poster to instruct and persuade people to act 
and do something in their everyday lives to help 
combat climate change. Include at least one example 
of each of the techniques above and remember to 
make your poster bright, bold and eye catching. 



Tuesday LO: To identify features of a persuasive text
Over the next few days you are going to act as a lobbyist. You will be writing to our local MP, Sir Oliver Heald, 
sharing your views on the climate crisis and requesting action on net zero pledges from COP26. You will need to 
be very persuasive. We can remember persuasive techniques using the acronym AFOREST.  

A- authority (imperative verbs, modal verbs and the subjunctive) 

F- facts 

O- opinions (subjunctive)

R- rhetorical questions 

E- emotive (powerful) language and exaggeration 

S- statistics

T- triplets (repeating 3 times) 

Activity 1 
Read the example letter on slide 4. Underline any examples of the persuasive techniques listed above. Which words or 
phrases do you find most persuasive?  

Activity 2
Research some facts/statistics about climate change you could use in your letter. If you need help with this, use the 
facts on slide 5. 





• According to data from NASA and the World Meteorological Organisation, 

2020 was the warmest year on record. As were 2019, 2018, 2017, 2016 

and 2015 before it.

Activity 2-Fact Checking

• More than one million species are at risk of extinction by climate change, 

including half of all amphibians. Average wildlife populations have dropped 

by 60% in just over 40 years.

• A 2018 United Nations report concluded that the worst impacts of climate 

change could be irreversible by 2030. Yet damaging global carbon 

emissions continue to rise by approximately 2%.

• Earth Day 2020 (its 50th anniversary) was the largest global mobilisation for 

the environment in history, with 9.9 billion social media impressions and 

clean ups in 180 countries, despite COVID limitations.

• In 2019, Indonesia announced plans to relocate its capital city because its 

current one is sinking. The water levels in Jakarta, home to 10 million 

people, are rising up to 25cm per year.

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/keystage3-ks3/keystage3-ks3-science


Wednesday LO: To plan a persuasive letter
Use the following template to plan your letter to 
Sir Oliver Heald sharing your views on the 
climate crisis and requesting action on net zero 
pledges from COP26. 

You do not need to write full sentence just use 
bullet points to list the main points and any 
particular words or phrases you will use. 

Remember to think about where you can use the 
different persuasive techniques we have been 
learning about. 

A- authority (imperative verbs, modal verbs and the subjunctive) 

F- facts 

O- opinions (subjunctive)

R- rhetorical questions 

E- emotive (powerful) language 

and exaggeration 

S- statistics

T- triplets (repeating 3 times) 

Firstly, …
Secondly,…
In addition,…
Furthermore,…

In conclusion,.. 
To summarise,…



Wednesday LO: To write a persuasive letter 
Use your plan from yesterday to write your persuasive letter. 

Check and edit your writing before handing it in using the steps to success below. The items in red are our Year 6 non 
negotiables, therefore MUST be completed.  

Steps to success for a persuasive letter
Make sure you have:  
• Used paragraphs to structure your writing- intro, main, conclusion
• Used adverbials to order ideas FOLLOWED BY A COMMA e.g. Firstly,… In conclusion,…
• Used a formal style (no contractions, official opening and closing) 
• Used a range of persuasive techniques (AFOREST) 
• Used fluent JOINED HANDWRITING to make a good impression

Friday LO: To familiarise yourself with the story Treasure Island
In school today we are having a pirate day. If you wish to dress up at home, we would love to see a picture of you. 
Please visit this website https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/music-ks2-treasure-island-clips/zf4dd6f and 
watch all ‘episode’ videos. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/music-ks2-treasure-island-clips/zf4dd6f

